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THE JOHN DEERE 318D & 320D SKID STEERS are powered by a John Deere
PowerTech™ 2.4-L turbocharged E diesel engines that are IT4 certified with Auto-
Idle. Compatible with more than 100 available Worksite Pro™ attachments allow
contractors to expand their business opportunities. Fatigue-beating joysticks allow
the operator to work more comfortably, precisely and productively. Both models
feature 24 per cent
larger cab areas than
their predecessors
and provide best-in-
class visibility. In
addition, the cab is
sealed and
pressurized to keep
out dust and noise.
Creature comforts
include suspension
seats, cup holder, 12-
volt power port, additional storage, and optional AM/FM/weatherband radio.
Contractors can opt for 2-speed and increase travel speed up to 11mph.
See our ad on page 13.

Reader Action Number 911

BOBCAT’S E26 COMPACT EXCAVATOR is hard-working with a light footprint. The
newest compact excavator in Bobcat Company’s lineup, the E26, has an operating
weight of 5,690 pounds and an overall width of 59 inches. The excavator is powered
by a 27-horsepower diesel engine that is Interim Tier 4 compliant. The unit’s minimal
0.8 inches of
tail overhang
allows the
machine to fit in
tight
surroundings,
and it leaves a
lighter footprint
than the 325
and 425 models
it replaces.
Ideal for
landscaping
and grounds maintenance applications, this excavator is a complement to larger
machines when space is constricted, as well as perfectly capable of completing
entire jobs on its own.
See our ad on page 21.

Reader Action Number 908

KUBOTA INTRODUCESTHE NEW RCL100F-F36, 100” FLEX MOWER DECK –
F3680 COMBINATION. The NEW RCL100F-F36 is specifically designed to increase
productivity by offering a 100” (8’ 4”) wide cut while delivering the cut quality of five
21” push mowers. Each cutting deck accurately follows the contours of the most
challenging
terrain without
scalping or
damaging the
turf. This
powerhouse
combination
matches the
productivity and
cut quality of
higher cost
options and can
cut acre for acre
on half the fuel consumed by other mowers because of its efficient belt drives. It can
be folded to 78” and raised for high speed transport. For more information, visit
www.kubota.ca to locate your local dealer.
See our ads on pages 56 and IBC.

Reader Action Number 909
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THE ALL-SEASON STEINER 430 MAX utilizes more than 20 quick-hitch grounds
care attachments to power through any season. With a heavy-duty snow thrower and
a variety of blades, plows, scoops and sweepers—Steiner has winter covered!
Steiner products are crafted with pride in the U.S.A. and are warranted commercially
for two years. To find a local Steiner Dealer in your area, visit the Steiner website at
www.steinerturf.com or call Steiner toll-free at 866-469-1242. See our ad on page
41. Reader Action Number 910

FOLEY UNITED’S 465 AUTOMATED
ROTARY BLADE GRINDER is the most
innovative product to enter the turf care
Industry in years! The enclosure system
for dust and noise, time savings, and the
ability to reproduce the OEM grind
surface are only a few of the many
benefits that the new 465 offers. The
unique design of the 465 features
automated infeed cycles and a built-in
blade balancing system
that makes the grinding process safer and more efficient than ever thought possible!
While the OEM’s recommend grinding every eight to 10 hours of use for maximum
engineered performance, the 465 will reduce your labour, will reduce your effort, and
provide the best grind possible for your cutting unit investment. More stress on
hydraulics, added strain on your engine, and increased fuel consumption is typical
when blades are not sharpened regularly. So, if you are interested in elevating
performance, increasing cut quality, and being more productive, step up to the latest
technology of Foley United’s new 465! 
See our ad on page 29.

Reader Action Number 907

The RTA12 & RTR12 SERIES ROTARY TILLERS FROM LAND PRIDE till soil for
seedbed and planting preparation with uses and applications in landscaping,
gardens, and residential areas. They are adapted for 15-50 horsepower tractors with
Category I three-
point hitch
mounting, 540
rpm PTO speed
and are Quick-
Hitch adaptable.
The reverse
rotation tillers
(RTR12 Series)
tend to achieve
greater depth
penetration
resulting in
moving and pulverizing more soil as well as burying more of the residue in the soil.
The RTA12 and RTR12 Rotary Tillers are 2 of the 15 new products introduced by
Land Pride for 2011. For more information on any of these products, and to locate
your nearest dealer, visit landpride.com.
See our ad on page 10.

Reader Action Number 906
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